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	Very few industrial pumps come out of service and go into the

	maintenance shop because the volute casing or impeller split down the

	middle, or because the shaft fractured into four pieces. The majority of

	pumps go into the shop because the bearings or the mechanical seal

	failed.





	Most mechanics spend their time at work time greasing and changing

	bearings, changing pump packing, and mechanical seals. The

	mechanical engineers spend their time comparing the various claims of

	the pump manufacturers, trying desperately to relate the theory learned

	at the University with the reality of the industrial plant. Purchasing

	agents have to make costly decisions with inadequate information at

	their disposal. Process engineers and operators are charged with

	maintaining and increasing production.





	The focus of industrial plant maintenance has always been that the

	design is correct, and that the operation of the pumps in the system is

	as it should be. In this book, you will see that in the majority of

	occasions, this is not true. Most of us in maintenance spend our

	valuable time, just changing parts, and in the best of cases, performing

	preventive maintenance, trying to diminish the time required to change

	those parts.





	We almost never stop to consider what is causing the continual failure

	of this equipment. This book will help you to step away from the

	fireman approach, of putting out fires and chasing emergencies.
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Refactoring in RubyAddison Wesley, 2009
  

The First Hands-On, Practical, All-Ruby Refactoring Workbook!

  

Refactoring the art of improving the design of existing code has taken the world by storm. So has Ruby. Now, for the first time, there's a refactoring...
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Captured by the Light: The Essential Guide to Creating Extraordinary Wedding PhotographyPeachpit Press, 2010

	IMAGINE THE ADVANTAGE YOU’D HAVE IF ONE OF THE WORLD’S TOP WEDDING SHOOTERS SHARED HIS SECRETS WITH YOU
	
	World-renowned wedding photographer, and one of the most widely acclaimed instructors in the industry today, David Ziser brings his no-nonsense, straight-to-the-point teaching style to a book that totally rewrites...
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GPU Computing Gems Emerald Edition (Applications of GPU Computing Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2011

	We are entering the golden age of GPU computing. Since the introduction of CUDA in 2007, more
	than 100 million computers with CUDA-capable GPUs have been shipped to end users. Unlike the
	previous GPGPU shader programming models, CUDA supports parallel programming in C. From my
	own experience in teaching CUDA programming, C programmers...
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Hybrid CMOS Single-Electron-Transistor Device And Circuit DesignArtech House Publishers, 2006
CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) is a widely accepted and utilized technology among electrical engineers involved with circuit design. SET (single electron transistor) technology has recently gained significant attention, because it can be combined with CMOSs to improve overall performance of integrated circuits - reducing power...
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Enterprise Content Management with Microsoft SharePointMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		Solve your content management problems efficiently with Microsoft SharePoint

	
		Meet the challenges of Enterprise Content Management (ECM) head on, using rich ECM features in SharePoint 2013. Led by two ECM experts, you’ll learn how to build a solid information architecture (IA) for managing documents,...
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Verilog and SystemVerilog Gotchas: 101 Common Coding Errors and How to Avoid ThemSpringer, 2007

	This book will help engineers write better Verilog/SystemVerilog design and verification code as well as deliver digital designs to market more quickly. It shows over 100 common coding mistakes that can be made with the Verilog and SystemVerilog languages. Each example explains in detail the symptoms of the error, the languages rules that...
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